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T

hrough trade and technology, the pigments that
have been available for artists’ palettes have shifted
through time. Dr. Walter C. McCrone published several papers about the usefulness of a pigment timeline,
most notably in “A Scientific Study of ‘Marcus Aurelius
Between Philosophers,’” published in The Microscope (1).
This paper discusses the prominence of forgeries and
describes paintings as time capsules that can be decoded by referencing the origin dates of their materials and their first use. Using the microscope and his
ability to distinguish artist pigments, McCrone was
able to narrow the date and provenance of paintings
and artifacts based on the pigments that he identified.
The history of pigments available to artists is a
well-researched subject, used by art historians, art
conservators and microscopists. McCrone himself condensed some of the most common information into a
useful table, largely using Gettens and Stout’s Painting
Materials (1966) as a reference. McCrone’s list is published in the article mentioned above and in his book,
Judgement Day for the Turin Shroud (2). He found this organized, quick-check table handy, and even today it is
shared in each of the pigment identification courses
taught at McCrone Research Institute in Chicago.
McCrone did not only distribute his pigment list
to students; many examples exist where he used pigment dates as evidence for and against an art works’
authenticity. In an article published in The Microscope,
McCrone used his list to fortify an argument for the
authenticity of a painting attributed to Giorgione
(1477–1510). He found that the pigments used in Marcus
Aurelius Between Philosophers were indeed common to
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late 15th century paintings and were consistent in
“particle size, the presence of mineral impurities and
the absence of later common pigments,” (1).
In another article, he uses an artifact’s pigments
against it, such as in his examination of the Vinland
Map. This map of North America was thought by some
scholars to have been made by the Vikings in 1400.
This would be a remarkable piece of history if it were
genuine, but McCrone found that the maker of the map
had drawn lines using a yellowish variety of titanium
white (TiO2) — a material unknown until 1916 (3).
While McCrone’s list is useful, it required some
updating. Many respectable books about the history
of pigments have been written since McCrone’s publication, and a wider survey of the literature is due. An
effort has now been made to compile new information
about pigments and create an annotated list of their
first use dates.
In addition to being a more comprehensive survey
of available literature, some other changes have been
made. For example, on many pigment dates, McCrone
used the shorthand “before 1300.” Contemporary
records from before that time are rare, often making it
difficult to pinpoint a first-use date. However, pigment
literature today will often mention the earliest artifacts discovered to contain the material, as well as references that ancient historians, like Pliny, who sometimes describe a mineral’s mining or manufacture.
Therefore, efforts were made in the new table to use
this information to make “before 1300” more specific.
Other specifications include regional variations on
which pigments were available to whom and when.
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Cochineal is an example of these important details. It
is a red dye made from the insect in the suborder
Sternorrhyncha. This dye was used in ancient Peru,
but European art makers did not know or have access
to it until Spanish explorers brought it back in 1549.
Pigment dates concern scholars of European and
American art alike, and a pigment timeline with only
one date would ring false to one of them. The updated
pigment table includes a Remarks column to address
these discrepancies.
Remarks also included in the passing of time between when a material was first discovered to when
it was put into full manufacture. In some cases there
may have been the possibility that an artist had access to a laboratory or been given a sample of a pigment before it was mass-produced. In other cases, a
pigment could have been produced in one medium
(watercolor, for example) but was not manufactured
in another medium for many years (as was the case
with oil). The Remarks column makes these changes
clear for a pigment’s history.
New pigments were also added to McCrone’s original list. Pigments from around the world were included, such as Maya blue and Han blue, and some
coloring agents that are important, but not necessarily used in painting, are also worth mentioning: Tyrian
purple (dye) and sepia (ink) are among them. Also included are newly developed pigments that have recently come into artistic acceptance. Manufactured,

organic pigments especially fill this category. Many of
these synthetic pigments have replaced traditional
pigments in modern tube colors, even those labeled to
be the same color. These additions expand McCrone’s
list for slightly broader use by analysts who specialize in different geographic regions, mediums and eras.
The updated table will be a useful quick-reference
to professionals examining and identifying pigments.
If any of these specialists happen to read this article
and find discrepancies or exclusions of pigments vital
in their field, please contact the author. This list, like
McCrone’s original, will always be subject to alteration and expansion.
The author would like to acknowledge the
McCrone Research Institute in Chicago for suggesting
this research project and assisting in its production.
The table has already been used to great advantage in
courses covering the microscopy of paint, pigments
and other artists materials.
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See Dates for Use of Artist Pigments tables on pages 35–39, and table references on page 40.
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